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In The Video Poker Answer Book, John Grochowski gives his easy-to-understand insights in to how

the machines work and the best strategies for attacking up-to-date variations on this casino

standard.
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This book was very helpful to me when I first started playing video poker. I learned basic strategy for

the game I wanted to learn - DoubleBonus. It is a complicated game and the ideas here helped to

improve my game significantly by explaining why you dump certain cards. I cannot say how good

the other chapters are, but for myself it helped to turn me into an overall positive player. You still

have to rely on the cards you are dealt. But you can generate an overall positive cash flow which will

not make you rich but will put you ahead and will make it more fun.

The author of this book seems knowledgeable. However, I found the format of asking questions with

possible answers followed by another chapter repeating the questions with the author's answers to

be overly complicating. Some good information to consider.

This book covers all of the info needed to maximize your effectiveness playing the game. Now, if

only it could help me win.....

Re-read it many times to brush up on skills before visiting casino.



Very informative.

Save your money for the video poker machine. This book is full of quizzes before you have the

answers and offers no entertainment value. Mr. Grochowski is one dull individual who offers

absolutely no sense of humor throughout the book. There are several free alternatives available on

the internet that one can utilize to improve their game. I recommend use the strategy chart of game

of choice and practice on the computer one will get more improvement with this method than from

the book. Honestly, I was hoping for a little more entertainment as well as tips to help me improve

my game, but this book fails at that. One more complaint about this book, in the quizzes the cards

are spelled out rather than shown in picture form as they would be in a video game. Anyway,

obviously disappointed and do not recommend.

As a blackjack player, I've often tried my hand at video poker when the tables were "cold." Never

won much... never lost much... and, after reading Grochowski's book, realize that I didn't know

much! I've always heard that blackjack and video poker are the only two casino games where the

player actually has a long-term chance at winning. I now know why VP, if played the way that John

recommends that it be played, is distinguished from other machine games. His analysis of EVERY

type of video poker game, and his recommended playing strategy for each type of machine, should

give even the beginning player a great chance of going home with some of the casino's money! His

writing style and anacdotes make the book fun and easy to read, and coupled with his

comprehensive analysis of video poker, makes this a book that every casino gambler should own.

info hard to categorize. no charts for easy reference.
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